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“Some People forget to live
as if a great arsenic lobster 
could fall on their heads at any moment.”  

Stephen Dunn wrote those words in 1999 as he was turning sixty.  Though he says that
people in his family do not make it out of their fifties, he is still going at almost eighty.  This is
the experience of our generation.  My father died when he was sixty-one, I just turned sixty-nine
and my two older brothers are still going strong. My stepfather is still chugging along at age 100. 

In this congregation during my time here we have certainly lost people in their sixties,
seventies and eighties, but we also have a substantial contingent of folks in their nineties. The
amazing thing actually is not that freak accidents or illnesses happen; it is that on the whole, we
are living longer than previous generations.  Shortly after I got here, Fran Jones’s picture was
displayed prominently on the front page of the Cape Cod Times as an example of the fastest-
growing age cohort in the Cape Cod population: men in their eighties.  

Yes, arsenic lobsters can fall on your head any moment. 
Senator John McCain just had a great arsenic lobster fall on his head.  They did surgery

for treatment of a small tumor behind his eyebrow and discovered a glioblastoma, an aggressive
brain cancer.  I have a friend who has beaten two unrelated cancers in his lifetime who has just
been advised that he has a third, also unrelated to the previous two.  A member of this church got
up from lunch one day this week in such a way that he fell and broke his hip.

Life is a series of accidents.  Back in law school, I had a torts professor who used to
observe that life is a terminal condition; it’s a wonder any of us gets through it alive. When I
served the church in Staten Island for a year, I had a bike accident and broke my hand.  I couldn’t
play the banjo for five weeks.  That really brought home to me how for any of us, the difference
between being fully able-bodied and being disabled in some crucial way is often a matter of
seconds.  A few years ago, this congregation raised money to install a lift not just because of our
members who were then mobility impaired but because each of us can foresee when we
ourselves might be needing such a thing.  The line between health and need is often thin and
porous.

The best healthcare system in the world can’t keep you from having accidents or getting
sick.  But if you do get sick, if you do get injured, it makes all the difference in the world whether
you have access to decent health care.

We have two levels of arsenic lobster today.  We have the vagaries of fate and chance
deciding who is going to get sick or injured, and then we have the vagaries of the political system
deciding whether there’s going to be a competent professional to heal, cure, or provide care.  
And while that is a subject writ large on the national stage, it is also a subject of immediate, vital
and intimate concern to each of us.

We have a political party whose overriding goal for seven years has been the dismantling
of the present healthcare system, which I’m going to call Romneycare. We have watched the
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fascinating spectacle these last weeks that this political will to undo Romneycare has foundered
on the rocks of reality, that reality being that repeal will leave at least the 22 million uninsured
who were uninsured before the Affordable Care Act came into being in 2010.  No one knows
what’s ahead.  Some of us dopeless hope fiends are allowing ourselves to believe that this
political stalemate, entirely within the ranks of one party, might lead to bipartisan attempts to fix
the Affordable Care Act or, dare we hope, even debate a single payer system, Medicare for All.  

Of course, the political weight is stacked pretty heavily against that single-payer.  Though
every other industrialized country in the world has government-run healthcare, the opposition to
this in the United States runs long and deep.  In the early twentieth century, right-wing politicians
denounced government health care as Bolshevik before the Bolsheviks had even seized power in
Russia.  Those forces have been running against Communism ever since, even twenty years after
the collapse of Communism in most of the world.

I am certainly no expert in the policy of health care, and I dearly hope we can reschedule
the talk we had tentatively set by Dr. Brian O’Malley, who does know this subject.  But what I
want to talk about this morning are the values behind the debate. 

Let’s look at the idea of health insurance.  Life is a risk, as I have been saying, and the
purpose of any kind of insurance – health, life, dental, disability – is help alleviate financial
hardship if the event which is insured against comes to pass.  You pay into a pool in the good
times, and if the bad qualifying event happens, you draw out of that pool to help get you through
the bad times.

From a lawyer’s point of view, an insurance policy is a contract.  It starts in effect on a
given date, and ends on a given date and covers specific events which may occur in between
those dates.  It has multiple pages and multiple clauses and any one of the clauses might give the
insurance company a loophole to try to get out of paying if the circumstances are right.

Before Romneycare, health insurance policies routinely excluded what are called pre-
existing conditions.  If, when you signed up for the insurance you had a rare blood disorder that
you did not disclose, the insurance might not cover treatment for that disorder.  You may not
even have known about it, but if it actually predated the contract, you were out of luck. 

The general law is that parties are free to make whatever contract they want with
whatever conditions they want. Insurance companies live and die by actuarial tables, which are
calculations on the odds of the company having to pay a claim.  They can get very detailed.  The
worse shape the patient is in, the more the company may have to pay out. 

The genius of Romneycare was that it encouraged everyone to sign up for health
insurance, which spread around the actuarial risk for the companies so that they could sell
insurance to all at affordable prices and without an exclusion for pre-existing conditions. 

Under Romneycare, health insurance is still a contract, but the freedom of the parties to
contract is hedged about with conditions.  And there is no exclusion for pre-existing conditions.

Think of another approach to providing healthcare than a contract with a private company
who agrees to pay your health care provider, doctor, hospital, clinic.  The alternative to contract
is entitlement – recognize health care as a right.

.  Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights provides:
 (1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and

well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and
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medical care and necessary social services,
There is also another international convention which mandates access to health care.
But there are problems with recognizing health care as a right.  In legal theory, every right

by one person implies a corresponding responsibility on someone else. So my right to be free
from physical attack may imply a responsibility on you not to punch me out.  When you have a
right set forth in a document like these international covenants, the question arises who is
responsible for fulfilling this right.

The US under Romneycare can argue that the private system of health insurance ensures
that every citizen has access to health care, but that is demonstrably not the case – we still have
many uninsured.   Only if government takes control of employing or paying providers, and issues
a health card to every resident, can it truly be said to be fulfilling the conditions of universal
access. 

Now I want to ask a question which may seem odd in a Unitarian Universalist church:
WWJD?  You may remember this phrase from a few years ago; certain evangelicals were fond of
bracelets which had WWJD on them, to ask the question, what would Jesus do?  Many of us
consider ourselves post-Christian, but we would all do well to remember that the roots of both
Unitarianism and Universalism are solidly in liberal Christianity.  

We actually have some solid scholarship lately on the subject of early Christianity and
health.  My late cousin James Robinson devoted his life to trying to identify in the gospel
accounts, the earliest layers of words about and of Jesus, and distinguish these from the later
additions.  He relied particularly on the Sermon on the Mount, which contain the beatitudes and
the Lord’s Prayer, and the Mission Instructions.  

The Mission Instructions occur three times in the Gospels; they are Jesus’s instructions to
his disciples.  Jesus has gone around the hill towns in the north of the Sea of Galilee healing the
sick and driving out demons and then he trains his disciples in how to do this. “As you go,
proclaim the good news, ‘The kingdom of heaven has come near.’   Heal the sick, raise the dead,
cleanse the lepers, cast out demons.” (Matthew 10:6) Twice again in the Gospel of Luke, he
sends his followers out to heal the sick, as he himself has been doing.  Jesus is pictured in his
active ministry as a faith healer, and it is clear that as his reputation spread, people in the
surrounding countryside brought to him their sick and their lame, even their dead.

In each set of mission instructions, the command to heal is paired with another: the
command to proclaim the kingdom of God, that is a regime founded on universal love.

In 2009, Johns Hopkins published a book by Oregon State professor Gary Ferngren called
Medicine and Health Care in Early Christianity. Some scholars apparently felt that early
Christians relied on supernatural health care strategies such as exorcism, but Ferngren shows that
they held to much the same practices as their Greek and Roman neighbors, based on observation
and the best understanding of the body. 

His main point is that Christians, inspired by Jesus’s example as set forth in the Gospels,
actually did take seriously the need to care for one another, and not just for other Christians but
for pagans, even the Romans who at several points were persecuting them. 

A reviewer of the book puts it this way:
“When an epidemic struck in the ancient world, pagan city officials offered gifts
to the gods but nothing for their suffering citizens. Even in healthy times, those
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who had no one to care for them, or whose care placed too great a burden on the
family, were left out to die.

“Christians found this intolerable, and they set about to take care of these people
and others similarly afflicted. They did so because, Ferngren writes, ‘Early
Christian philanthropy was informed by the theological concept of the imago Dei,
that humans were created in the image of God.’" 1

If all were created in the image of God, every child of God is my brother or sister.  And it
had an effect on the idea of the poor:

“The idea of imago Dei also led to a redefinition of the idea of the poor. Rights in
a city or society were given to members, and all members received benefits. Those
outside were offered none. Christianity, in addition to seeing all people as
"neighbors," developed a special consideration for the poor. Just as God
demonstrated in the Incarnation his solidarity with those who suffer, so the
members of his "body" must demonstrate their solidarity with the suffering poor.”
The reviewer concludes:
“As a result of these theological beliefs, Christians developed a robust system for
caring for the poor, the ill, widows and orphans, and other members of society in
need of care. When the plague struck, this system provided an opportunity for
churches to quickly expand and care for those outside the church.”
This paid off when Christianity became the religion of the Roman Empire under

Constantine. One of my favorite professors at divinity school was Helmut Koester, and the way
he told it, the emperor Constantine consolidated his power in the year 312, but he did not convert
the Roman Empire to Christianity until a decade later.  All that time he was looking for the
religion that would best replace the old classical pantheon, and what convinced him to go with
Christianity is the subject of some conjecture.

The miracle story the Christian church has always told is that back in 312 before the
decisive Battle of the Mulvian Bridge where Constantine crushed one of his rival emperors, he
had a dream which told him “in hoc signo vinces,” “in this sign you shall conquer” and the sign
was the Chi-Rho, the first two letters of Christ in Greek.  But Helmut Koester was skeptical of
this explanation, because Constantine didn’t mention the dream until 10 years after the battle and
didn’t convert the empire until after that, and because the chi-rho symbol had a strong
resemblance to the symbol for another deity at the time, Sol Invictus, or the Unconquered Sun.  

What Koester thought was the deciding factor in favor of Christianity was that Christians
had developed a strong network of social services, which the Roman state had never dreamed of.

Indeed, the review of Professor Fernstrom’s book indicates that under Constantine, the
Christian health network was institutionalized and resulted in the first hospitals.  

WWJD?  For those who care to look, there is a deep historical record of Christian
commitment to universal health care from the earliest days.  This is not contract; it does not
exclude pre-existing conditions.  It takes the patient as the patient is.  Christianity would go on to

1Moll, Robert, “The Health Care Debnate, Early Church Style” Christianity Today,
August 26, 2009
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give us crusades and pogroms and the inquisition and the doctrine of discovery, but there in the
early centuries, it gave us the germ of our system of healing.

Those early Christians recognized that life is a pre-existing condition; we are each
vulnerable to the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, but we have a choice as to what kind
of health establishment is there to help the ones hit by life’s arrows.  Let us remember our
interconnectedness as brothers and sister, as children of the same God.  The hospital, the clinic,
the doctor, the labs which are there for your neighbor will be there for you if you should need it. 
I will be bearing witness to this at the Chatham Town Hall at 1 PM today, and I hope perhaps to
see some of you there.
Amen.

Reading: Life is a pre-existing condition

Pastor John Pavlovitz Blog

“John McCain’s Illnes Is a Tragedy – And That’s Why The Healthcare Debate Matters”

These moments are precisely what we’re talking about, arguing about, screaming about:
The atomic bomb of grief that gets dropped on your family when you get the test results and your
planet is altered forever.
The abject terror that befalls you when someone you love is facing a literal fight for their
continued existence—and all you want is for them to win it.
The swirling storm that rushes in and overwhelms you; a million questions about outcomes and
treatments and percentages and nightmare scenarios.
The bottom immediately dropping out of your sense of peace and safety and normality.
Feeling like everything is suddenly caving in—and at the very least, you hope you won’t lose
everything you have trying to keep someone you love alive.

This is a universal disaster, one none of us are strangers to. If you’ve logged time here, you have
names and faces attached to your terrible stories, to your miraculous recoveries, to your answered
prayers, to your endless grieving. This is why this matters.

“Sixty,” by Stephen Dunn from Different Hours (New York: Norton) 2000.

Because in my family the heart goes first
and hardly anyone makes it out of his fifties,
I think I’ll stay up late with a few bandits
of my choice and resist good advice.
I’ll invent a secret scroll lost by Egyptians 
and reveal its contents: the directions
to your house, recipes for forgiveness.
History says my ventricles are stone alleys,
my heart itself a city with a terrorist
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holed up in the mayor’s office.
I’m in the mode to punctuate
only with that maker of promises, the colon:
next, next, next, it says, God bless it.
As Garcia Lorca may have written: some people
forget to live as if a great arsenic lobster
could fall on their heads at any moment.
My sixtieth birthday is tomorrow.
Come, play poker with me,
I want to be taken to the cleaners.
I’ve had it with stingy-hearted [SOB]s.
A heart is to be spent.  As for me, I’ll share
my mulcher with anyone who needs to mulch.
It’s time to give up the search for the invisible.
On the best of days there’s little more 
than the faintest intimations.  The millennium,
my dear, is sure to disappoint us.
I think I’ll keep on describing things
to ensure that they really happened.
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